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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The restricted scale, isolation, and sharp boundaries of islands create unique selective pressures, often to dramatic effect. Following what's known as the "island rule," small animals evolve into outsize versions of their continental counterparts while large animals shrink.adaptive radiationAnimals evolved to three times the size of their partners.
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Presentation Notes
Wild things came out of sea
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Presentation Notes
Before humans arrived in Hawaii there were no large animals to eat plants. Mother Nature is very efficient. Defenses weren't needed and over time were lost. For example, over one hundred different mints evolved here. The chemical that gives mints their mintiness is a defense--animals don't like it. All of the Hawaiian mints lost the chemical—they're Mint-less mints.Because of unique selective pressures, things evolved that way.
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Presentation Notes
Island mammals evolve about three times faster than their mainland counterparts.The "island rule," small animals evolve into outsize versions of their continental counterparts while large animals shrink
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Presentation Notes
Ahupua‘a watershed land managementTaro lo‘i, water diversion -- Extended into ocean for fisheries managementNot only surviving, but thriving.
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Presentation Notes
Living within island constraints, resources. Innovation from drawing a box around the islands and finding a way to innovate in order to remain sustainable.
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Presentation Notes
Maybe not invented here, but applying here in unique waysLit Iolani Palace before White House had electric power
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Presentation Notes
Remember the finch? Adaptive radiation.New selective pressures.Sharp boundaries and unique selective pressures
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Presentation Notes
Aloha + - goals across all resilience areas endorsed by all
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Presentation Notes
Ulu Pono - LLC investing
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